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Birefringence Measurements in Fibers Without 
Polarizer 

LUC THEVENAZ, JEAN-PAUL PELLAUX, NICOLAS GISIN, A N D  JEAN-PIERRE VON DER WEID 

Abstract-A novel method is described which measures the delay be- 
tween polarization eigenmodes in either high- or low-birefringence fi- 
bers. The main advantage of this interferometric method is its ability 
to perform the measurements without the use of any polarizing device. 
This results in a particularly easy handling and makes this technique 
very suitable for systematic fiber controls. The obtained accuracy using 
an all-fiber setup is 0.02 ps/m for highly birefringent fibers and 0.003 
ps/m when the birefringence is low. 

I .  INTRODUCTION 
OHERENT transmission systems offer important po- C tential advantages compared to the classical optical 

links and are forecast to take a predominant place in the 
near future. These systems require the light polarization 
state to be pure and stationary at the fiber output end. This 
can be achieved by using either very high- or very low- 
birefringence fibers [ 11. In both cases the knowledge of 
the birefringence value is important. Before installing 
future links, the fiber check procedure will therefore in- 
clude the measurement of birefringence, together with 
other parameters such as the attenuation and the chro- 
matic dispersion. 

The need for a reliable and easy-to-use measurement 
method for systematic birefringence control has recently 
given rise to many experimental developments. Numer- 
ous methods have been proposed to date measuring either 
the birefringence or the polarization mode dispersion (21- 
[6]. But all these methods require at least one light polar- 
izing device and most of them retardation plates. Thus, 
in addition to the fiber positioning, the polarization state 
must be set in a particular orientation with respect to the 
fiber birefringence eigenaxes. This supplementary align- 
ment can make the handling uneasy and may result in 
wrong measurements if inaccurately performed. 

A novel method is reported here which performs this 
measurement without the use of any light polarizing de- 
vice or retardation plate. This technique uses the funda- 
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mental property that an interferometric reconstruction 
cannot occur for lightwaves in orthogonal polarization 
states. The interferences can therefore provide a polari- 
zation-dependent information even using an unpolarized 
light source. This was achieved using an interferometer 
with a reference arm of known birefringence, the other 
arm being a sample of the fiber to be measured. The bi- 
refringence is obtained from either the positions of the 
interference patterns or their contrast, provided that the 
light source is polychromatic and wavelength tunable. 

11. BASIC PRINCIPLES 

Assuming a single transverse mode, let the electrical 
field at the interferometer input be: 

E = c E,,eJW"u, ( 1 )  
I 

where the summation is performed over the longitudinal 
modes-or frequencies-of the source and E,, is the mode 
complex amplitude, U, its optical angular frequency, and 
U, a Jones' vector representing its polarization state. 

After the interferometric reconstruction the detected in- 
tensity is given by 

where b , ,  b2 are complex coefficients with 16, ) *  + 1 b2 1'  
= 1, representing the constant amplitude and phase dif- 
ferences between the fields in each arm, and P I , ,  BIZ are 
the propagation constants of each mode in each arm. The 
two last terms represent the interference signal, are com- 
plex conjugated and are the only polarization-dependent 
terms, as anticipated. 

The polarization vector u , ~  ( lL ), k = 1, 2, can be related 
to the incident polarization vector U, by an unitary trans- 
formation 

U d h )  = @lLU, ( 3 )  
where 6,, is an unitary matrix representating the trans- 
formation of any polarization state at the frequency a, after 
the propagation through the ann k .  It therefore takes the 
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following general form cause an unpolarized light equally and randomly excites 
any couple of orthogonal polarization states. 

Let us approximate by a Taylor's series expansion the 
propagation constant P I A  in each arm 

@ , k  = @ , k 6 3 , k @ f T 1 @ , & . ,  k = 1, 2 (4 )  
where 

e - J 6 h  0 

@ i k  = ( e,+,A) 7 = 1, Pfk = P O L  + P ;  * ( U ,  - W O )  

2 
+ $ P ; " ( w , - ~ o )  + . * . k = l , 2  (11) and @ l L ,  elk are rotation matrices. 

Expression (4) simply shows that any nonpolarizing 
transformation of the Dolarization state can be reduced to 

and the phase retardation +, 
A n  A N  
2c 2 c  4i2 = 4 0  + - wof ,  + __ ( w ,  - W O )  12 + . * * (12) the application of an optically active element @,;k followed 

by a phase retardation element CBjP with an orientation de- 
finedby 

pressed using (3) as 
The product U;( l z )  u I I  ( ZI) in (2) can now be reex- 

U : 2 ( / 2 )  U I l ( l 1 )  = U : @ : 2 @ , l U I  ( 5 )  
which is, in fact, the average value of the operator @L@,, 
in the state U , .  For unpolarized light the polarization state 
is not pure, but is a statistical mixture of states. In this 
case the calculation of an average value is more simply 
performed using a density operator p that contains the 
probabilities associated with the different polarization 
states. The average value in ( 5 )  is then given by 

( @;@,I ) = Tr ( P @ L @ ~ I ) .  ( 6 )  
For completely unpolarized light the density operator p 

is simply 

= (: p) 
Now let 

where 4O is a possible frequency-independent phase re- 
tardation, A n  is the birefringence and A N  = A n  - 
X d A n / d  X is the equivalent refractive index difference 
for the group velocity. In a first stage the arm 2 is assumed 
to be purely birefringent ( cyyi2 = 0) ,  the effect of an op- 
tical activity being later deduced by a simple analogy. 

The detected intensity given by (2) can be finally cal- 
culated using (lo), (1 l ) ,  and (12), the summation over 
the longitudinal modes being converted into an integral 
by introducing a normalized spectral density 

where wo is the spectrum median frequency. Hence 

(7)  

so that expression (6) can be straightforwardly evaluated 
using (4) and (7), yielding 

( @ : , @ , I )  = cos ( 4 z  - f i l l )  cos (8,* - 8,l 

- a12 + all) cos ( 4 1  - 
+ sin ( 8 1 2 8 1 1 )  sin (812  - dIl - c y t 2  + c y I l )  

cos ( & I  + 6 2 ) .  ( 9 )  

This result being a real quantity it represents the product 
U 6 ( l2 U ,  I ( lI  ) and its complex conjugate U I: ( L I  ) U ,  ( L2 ) 
as well, provided that the incident light is unpolarized. 

If one of the arms, say arm 1,  is neither birefringent 
(4 f l  = 0 )  nor optically active ( a l l  = 0) ,  expression (9) 
greatly simplifies and reads 

( @ ; @ , I  ) = cos a,? cos +,*. (10)  
Linear and circular birefringences have therefore the same 
overall effect on the interferometric reconstruction, be- 

( 1 4 )  
where 4 is a constant phase including the arguments of 
bl , bz ,  and g D ,  and 

2 
g D ( P ; l I  - = \ I F ( w  - uo)l exp [ j ;  

- p ; ' 1 2 ) ( w  - w O ) 2 ]  

. exp [ j ( P i 4  - P i l * ) ( w  - w o ) ]  

d ( w  - U " )  (15) 

is the first-order degree of temporal coherence of the light 
at the output of the interferometer, that is, taking into ac- 
count the smoothing effect of the dispersive terms. Ac- 
tually this effect is negligible in most cases, the dispersion 
remaining low over the spectral region of interest. In ex- 
treme conditions (large chromatic dispersion and strongly 
assymmetrical spectrum) 4 is no longer constant and de- 

- 
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pends on the chromatic dispersion value and the spectral 
width. 

Expression (14) clearly shows that each polarization 
mode gives rise to an independent interferometric recon- 
struction. When the length lI is varied at a constant rate, 
two contributions to the interference signal are distin- 
guishable for each polarization mode: a rapidly varying 
contribution, given by the cosine term and representing 
the individual interferences, and a contrast term given by 
1 g D  1 which slowly varies, provided that the source spec- 
tral width Aw is much smaller than wo. Both these contri- 
butions contain information about the birefringence. 

The maximum of contrast occurs when the group delays 
in both arms are equal. This property is widely used to 
measure the chromatic dispersion [7]. As intuitively ex- 
pected, the effect of birefringence is to split the interfer- 
ence pattern obtained when the arm length l1 is varied into 
two new patterns. Similarly, if arm 2 is in addition opti- 
cally active, each of these patterns is split again, resulting 
in four independent patterns. 

111. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The experimental setup, previously developed for chro- 

matic dispersion measurements [7], can be used unmodi- 
fied for birefringence measurements. For clarity a dia- 
gram of the setup is shown in Fig. l and its main features 
are briefly described as follows. 

A Michelson configuration, in which one single-mode 
coupler performs the light splitting and the recon- 
struction, resulting in fewer optical elements, a dou- 
ble optical path through the test fiber, and thus better 
stability and resolution. 
A fiber variable delay line in the reference arm, 
achieved using the elastic properties of the fiber and 
enabling the length l1 of the reference arm to be 
scanned without using an air path. 

These features enable an all-fiber setup to be achieved, 
resulting in a better reliability and a great immunity to 
external perturbations. 

The light source is a tungsten halogen lamp and a part 
of its spectrum is selected using a monochromator. While 
measuring, the reference arm length lI is varied at a con- 
stant speed, so that the light experiences a Doppler shift. 
The interferometric reconstruction therefore gives rise to 
a beat signal, of which the amplitude can be measured 
using a tuned lock-in amplifier. This amplitude is a direct 
and fast measurement of the interference contrast. 

The obtained 2-fs time accuracy on the maximum con- 
trast position corresponds to a 0.5 ps/km group delay res- 
olution using a 1.85-m test fiber. The all-fiber configura- 
tion requires two calibrations: one to establish the 
relationship between the actual elongation and the optical 
path change in the fiber delay line and the other to deter- 
mine the dispersion spectrum of the reference arm. This 
latter calibration is achieved by replacing the test fiber by 
a nondispersive air path. A non-negligible birefringence in 
the reference arm can also be detected by this calibration, 

Step motor 
drive unH 

Detector 
Variable delay 
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coupler 
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Fig. 1, Schematic diagram of the experimental setup. 

so that a careful selection of suitable reference fiber can 
be performed (more complete information can be found 
in [7]). 

IV. RESULTS 
A .  High-Birefringence Fibers 

When the delay between the polarization modes is large 
enough to exceed the coherence length, the interference 
patterns are well distinct so that independent group delay 
measurements can be performed on each pattern. The in- 
terferences’ visibility in such a situation is shown in Fig. 
2, when the length of the reference arm is varied. The 
maximum visibilities at the center of each pattern must be 
equal, provided that the light is perfectly unpolarized. Ac- 
tually the partial polarizing effect of the monochromator 
gives rise to a small difference of visibility, as illustrated 
in Fig. 2. 

The group delay spectrum can therefore be measured 
independently for each polarization mode, as shown in 
Fig. 3, and their chromatic dispersion can be separately 
calculated. The difference between the two group delay 
curves yields the polarization mode dispersion A N / c ,  
shown in Fig. 4 for two fibers with a different design to 
induce the birefringence. An increased scattering of the 
experimental points is observed for the longer wave- 
lengths, owing to the greater overlap of the interference 
patterns due to a larger coherence length. The overlapping 
of the interference patterns strongly perturbates the mea- 
surement and actually limits the minimum polarization 
mode dispersion which can be accurately measured. The 
lower bound can be defined similarly to the resolving 
power of an optical instrument as the situation in which 
the first minimum of one interference pattern corresponds 
to the maximum of the other. This definition yields the 
following condition: 

AN h2 - > -  
c Ah~12 

resulting in a minimum measurable polarization mode 
dispersion of 0.4 ps/m at 1300 nm and of 0.5 ps/m at 
1550 nm using the above described setup ( A h  = 9.5 nm, 
l2 = 1.85 m). This technique is therefore clearly re- 
stricted to the measurement of fiber specially designed to 
be highly birefringent. If the condition (16) is fullfilled, 
the accuracy on polarization mode dispersion is estimated 
to be about 0.02 ps/m. 
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Fig. 2. Direct measurement of the interference visibility at A = I .3  pm as 

a function of the delay between the interferometer arms when a high- 
birefringence fiber is in one arm, showing a distinct interference pattern 
for each polarization mode. 
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Fig. 3. Group delay spectrum of each polarization mode of a high-bire- 

fringence fiber. 

[ lo] .  But this technique requires a rather long computa- 
tion time and may give unstable results. A better way is 
either to increase the source spectral width AA resulting 
in a better separation of the interference patterns, or, if 
not sufficient, to strongly decrease the spectral width and 
to use the technique for low-birefringence fibers measure- 
ment described in the next section. 

B. Low-Birefringence Fibers 
A low birefringence in the test arm of the interferom- 

eter gives rise to a complete overlapping of the interfer- 
ence patterns of both the polarization modes, so that they 
are in no way distinguishable. In other words, owing to 
the slow variation of the contrast function I g, 1 in expres- 
sion (14), the following approximation holds: 

(17) 
However, an equivalent approximation cannot be estab- 

lished for the cosine terms in (14) owing to their rapid 
variations. Using (17), expression (14) can be rewritten 
in the following form 

I " " " " " " ' I  

10 1 12  

Wavelength, [pm] 

Fig. 4. Polarization mode dispersion (PMD) of two diRerent high-bire- 
fringence fibers as a function of wavelength. 

The birefringence A n ,  however, can be evaluated in no 
way using such a technique. Nevertheless Fig. 4 clearly 
shows that the wavelength dependence of A N  is very low. 
Actually the wavelength-independent stress-induced bi- 
refringence is much greater than the wavelength-depen- 
dent geometrically induced birefringence [ 81. This obser- 
vation is confirmed by other measurements on different 
fibers, even showing a strong core ellipticity [9]. Conse- 
quently the measurement of polarization mode dispersion, 
and thus A N ,  yields an excellent approximation to the bi- 
refringence. 

In order to measure fiber of lower birefringence, that 
is, when a strong overlapping of the interference patterns 
occurs, it remains possible to fit expression (14) on the 
measured visibility using a nonlinear least-squares method 

As intuitively anticipated, this expression shows that one 
interference pattern actually results from the interfero- 
metric reconstruction when the birefringence is low 
enough. But the birefringence effect gives rise to a peri- 
odic variation of the interference contrast when the optical 
frequency oo is scanned. Fig. 5 illustrates this feature 
showing actual interference visibility measurements of the 
same fiber at different wavelengths. The periodic spectral 
variation of the contrast is clearly observed when the 
maximum visibility is measured over a wide spectral 
range, as shown in Fig. 6. The period being directly re- 
lated to the birefringence, it can be determined by per- 
forming a Fourier transform of the contrast as a function 
of the optical frequency. The result of such a transform is 
plotted in Fig. 7. The delay per unit length A n / c  between 
the polarization modes, and thus the birefringence, is sim- 
ply given by the abscissa of the sharp peak. The smaller 
peak is the first overtone and is just a computation arti- 
fact. A 23 ps/km delay between the polarization modes 
is obtained on this standard single-mode fiber and may 
result in a polarization mode dispersion exceeding the 
chromatic dispersion effect in normal conditions. 

Contrary to the former method, the whole set of mea- 
surements over the spectrum is globally used to find the 
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Fig. 5. Direct measurement of the interference visibility at different wave- 

lengths when a low-birefringence fiber is in one arm, showing the con- 
trast variations when the wavelength is scanned. 

Fig. 6.  Contrast spectrum showing periodic variations obtained using a 
low-birefringence fiber in the test arm. 

Polarlzatlon phase delay, pr/m 

Fig. 7. Fourier transform of the contrast spectrum shown in Fig. 6 .  The 
phase delay between the polarization modes is given by the peak ab- 
scissa. 

birefringence value, which must be assumed to be con- 
stant over the investigated spectral range. This assump- 
tion also implies A N  = A n  and thus the polarization mode 
dispersion and the birefringence cannot be distinguished 

using this technique. This drawback is actually not a lim- 
itation, because the birefringence is mostly stress induced 
when accidental and thus wavelength independent, as pre- 
viously mentioned and observed. 

The resolution of this method is limited by the spread 
of the spectral range, because a full contrast oscillation 
must be measured to determine the period. Hence 

where Amin, A,,, are the lower and upper bounds of the 
investigated spectrum, respectively. The wide spectral 
range of the setup ( Amin = 1100 mm, A,,, = 1700 nm) 
results in a 0.003 ps/m resolution on the delay between 
the polarization modes. This is more than two orders of 
magnitude better than the former technique. 

This resolution makes the method perfectly suitable for 
systematic fiber controls before the installation of an op- 
tical link. However, it corresponds to a beat length at 1300 
nm shorter than 1.5 m and is therefore not sufficient to 
detect polarization effects and phase retardation in fibers 
such as those involved in sensors applications. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

These two methods for birefringence measurements are 
particularly suitable for a systematic control of either high- 
or low-birefringence fibers to be used as transmission 
links. This is achieved using an unpolarized light and no 
polarizing device, so that the birefringence eigenaxes do 
not have to be matched to the polarization state of the 
incoming light. Linear and circular, or even elliptical, 
birefringences give the same experimental response and 
can therefore be equally measured with no setup modifi- 
cations. Furthermore, a chromatic dispersion measurement 
can be simultaneously performed using the same experi- 
mental configuration and even the same interference vis- 
ibility measurements. These advantages together with the 
wide spectral coverage of the setup intend this interfero- 
metric method to be a very universal measuring tool for 
single-mode fibers. 
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